Abstract: This work presents the design and simulation of a MEMS-controllable linear motion Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP). The focal length of an FZP is a function of incident wavelength. This principle can be used for separating wavelengths, enabling a spectrometer application. The FZP of this work is designed on a linearly moving MEMS actuator, enabling wavelength focusing onto a fixed image plane. The FZP is designed with 400 zones, which can focus wavelengths from 150 nm to 410 nm by moving on a distance of 1 mm.
Introduction
MEMS actuators have been used as the platform of optical components including mirrors [1] , gratings [2] , and lenses [3] for beam steering, focusing and separating light wavelengths. For example, scanning mirrors fabricated on top of MEMS actuators have been successfully reported in OCT probes or in vivo catheters [3] . MEMS controlled lenses have also been fabricated to accurately align the focused light to a detector. Reference [2] fabricated a diffraction grating on top an actuator to separate the wavelengths of light which will be detected by a CCD. Fresnel Zone Plate (FZP) is another optical component, that has been used for selective focusing. FZPs have shown to be an effective diffractive element for miniaturized, transportable spectrometers designed for specific applications. For example, [4] employed multiple FZPs for specific wavelength selection. An FZP focuses the incident light at different distances based on its wavelength. Selecting which wavelength passes through the aperture is possible by moving the actuator over the focusing axis. Using this method miniaturized and transportable spectrometers using FZPs can be fabricated.
In this work, we present a MEMS to linearly adjust the FZP position, enabling analog control of FZP wavelength focusing. A simplified setup of the system is shown in Figure 1 . The FZP is embedded on top of a 2 mm × 2 mm membrane at the centre of a 10 mm × 6 mm actuator. The rectangular membrane has 4 flexures at its corners and works based on Lorentz force. The serpentine flexures are designed to be flexible enough for motion while preventing deformation and curvature on the FZP plate. Figure 2a shows the schematic of the structure. The design of the structure involves both mechanical and optical design. The mechanical design includes determining the actuator's physical parameters while in the optical design, factors affecting the focusing ability of the FZP is discussed. 
Materials and Methods

Mechanical Design
As shown in Figure 2a , the actuator consists of a 2 mm × 2 mm membrane upon which the FZP is fabricated. Four serpentine springs connect the membrane to the frame. An electric current I is applied to the contact pads 1 and 3. The current passes through the flexures and mirror sides (L) and closes its loop on contact pads 2 and 4. An external magnetic field B is generated using a permanent magnet with a direction perpendicular to the mirror sides. According to the equation, F = I L × B , a Lorentz force is exerted on the mirror sides. Since the direction of current in the effective length of flexures is parallel to the magnetic field, no force is applied on them. The membrane and substrate of wires are made of 5 μm thick silicon. A layer of 1.5 μm aluminum is used to make the conductive wires and the FZP opaque zones. The serpentine shaped spring wires are of 30 μm width. The whole size of actuator is 10 mm × 6 mm. Figure 2b shows the actuated mode of the structure. The membrane which is shown in red, has moved out of the plane.
FZP Design
An FZP is made of concentric rings of opaque and transparent regions. When a wavefront of light hits the FZP, it gets diffracted by the opaque zones. Depending on the distance between two opaque zones, the light can make constructive interferences at a certain focal point. In the other words, at a particular focal point, all radiations of a certain wavelength are in phase that can constructively interfere, while most of the radiations of other wavelengths destructively interfere. In this work, the FZP is designed to focus the wavelength range of 150 nm to 410 nm in a focal distance of 1 mm. Knowing the design wavelength and focal length, the physical parameters of FZP were determined. The physical parameters include: While calculating these parameters, the effectiveness of the FZP should also be considered. Therefore, the following parameters were used to evaluate the functionality of FZP at each step of calculating the physical parameters. These parameters affect the quality of constructive interference between photons at the specified focal point. The details of the algorithm can be find in [5] .
1. The spatial FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) was designed to be narrow to increase the temporal coherency of the lens. 2. The transmission efficiency, or ratio of transmitted light through the lens, was maximized.
This parameter is important to determine the minimum detectable photon energy. 3. The aperture restricted spectral radiosity, which is the ratio of spectral irradiance passing through the aperture, was maximized. This parameter is important for determining the diameter of the aperture. 4. The spectral resolution, which is the ratio of the central wavelength to the FWHM, was maximized.
This parameter is important for getting a narrow bandwidth of desired wavelength at the output.
With these considerations, the FZP of this work is designed with 400 alternating opaque and transparent zones. The width of first transparent ring is 5 μm, and decreases to 245 nm for the last zone (400). The designed FZP will focus wavelengths ranging from 150 nm to 410 nm, over the distance from 0.01 mm to 1 mm from the lens. 
Results
The response function of the designed FZP is shown in Figure 3 . The figure shows the wavelength with maximum intensity passing through the aperture, as a function of focal distance. At each point, the error bars show the standard deviation of distributed bandwidth of wavelengths that also pass through the aperture. The top x axis shows the amount of current the MEMS actuator needs to displace the FZP.
Conclusions
In this work, a MEMS-controlled FZP is designed. The structure includes an FZP which is placed on top of a Lorentz force MEMS actuator. By applying the current to the actuator, the FZP linearly moves on its focal distance. Since the FZP is a diffractive-based lens, each wavelength of incident light is focused on a different focal point. Therefore, a desired wavelength can be focused on the aperture of the detector by moving the FZP along its focal distance. The FZP of this work was designed to focus the wavelength between 150 nm and 450 nm on the distance of 0.01 mm to 1 mm from the lens. Two advantages of embedding a lens on a MEMS actuator include shrinking down the spectrometer's size and eliminating the nonlinearity caused by tilting of the FZP. Since all the corners move along together, and individually controllable, the rotational misalignment is avoided.
